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The number of scopes and 
investigative phenomena vary 
within each segment. 
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The STEMscopes segment coherence flowchart shown below illustrates how a segment (unit) and its scopes (chapters) are 
organized and work together. Each segment begins with an anchoring phenomena event, anchoring phenomena driving 
question, and a mission action plan (performance expectation), which together drive the instructional focus of each scope. 
Scopes (chapters) are tied to investigative and everyday phenomena, forming a bridge that builds students’ knowledge 
progressively toward the segment’s anchoring event and driving question, and culminate in the mission action plan.
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MISSION LOG CONNECTS TO ADDITIONAL SCOPES IN SEGMENT 
Parts of Plants, Parts of Animals, Plant Survival, Plant Trait Inheritance and Variation

1st grade segment 1 PLANT SHAPES
SCOPE: ANIMAL SURVIVAL
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ANCHORING PHENOMENA EVENT

A baby eats 
from a spoon.

STUDENT QUESTIONING

Teacher guides students 
through inquiry.

ANCHORING DRIVING QUESTION

How do the shapes of plant 
parts help them survive in 
their environment?

MISSION ACTION PLAN

The student’s mission is to design a tool for a hardware company that is 
based on plant or animal parts or behaviors. The tool should be useful for 
humans and mimic the behavior or physical parts of a plant or animal. 

INVESTIGATIVE PHENOMENA 

How do animals use their 
senses to survive?

EXPLORE (ACTIVITY)  Hmm… I’m Hungry!

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

The sense of smell helps us to identify 
substances.

DCI COMPONENT IDEAS

Animals have body parts that capture 
and convey different kinds of information 
needed for growth and survival. Animals 
respond to these inputs with behaviors 
that help them survive. Plants also 
respond to some external inputs. 

APPLICATION

Students use their sense of smell to 
identify food substances and unpleasant 
or dangerous substances.

APPLICATION

Students use their sense of touch to 
determine which material would be best 
for a blanket.

CER

During this scope, students explored 
how animals survive using their senses. 
The student will examine a predator 
and prey scenario between an owl and 
a rabbit. Thinking like a scientist, the 
student must determine which body 
parts provide information to the owl to 
help it catch its prey.

EXPLORE (ACTIVITY)  Survivor!

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

Animals respond to their environments in 
different ways.
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4th grade segment 4 EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING
SCOPE: WAVELENGTH & AMPLITUDE

MISSION LOG CONNECTS TO ADDITIONAL SCOPES IN SEGMENT 
Motion of Waves
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ANCHORING PHENOMENA EVENT

A large ocean wave’s crest rises 
and crashes into the ocean.  

STUDENT QUESTIONING

Teacher guides students 
through inquiry.

ANCHORING DRIVING QUESTION

Where are the impacts of 
earthquakes the strongest?  

MISSION ACTION PLAN

The student’s mission is to design a budget to purchase a house and property in 
California. The student should consider that some areas are nearer to fault lines 
than others, which will determine the cost of the land and the materials used to 
build the home. The budget should also include preventative structures needed to 
withstand earthquakes.

INVESTIGATIVE PHENOMENA 

How do amplitude and wavelength 
affect the motion of objects?  

EXPLORE (ACTIVITY)  Wave Challenge

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

You can observe the patterns of waves.

DCI COMPONENT IDEAS

Waves of the same type can differ in 
amplitude (height of the wave) and 
wavelength (spacing between the wave 
peaks).

APPLICATION

Students use a jump rope to create and 
observe amplitude and wavelength. 

APPLICATION

Students investigate how wavelength 
and amplitude affect the motion of 
objects in water.

APPLICATION

Students follow the engineering and 
design process to design and construct a 
simple seismograph. 

CER

During this scope, students examined 
wavelength and amplitude and the effects 
of an earthquake. The student will analyze 
and interpret a map reflecting earthquake 
data to determine the California cities most 
effected by an earthquake. The student 
will use scientific reasoning to determine 
which cities should receive the donations 
collected by the student’s school.  

EXPLORE (ACTIVITY)  Waves and Motion

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

Wavelength and amplitude affect the 
motion of objects.
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EXPLORE (ENGINEERING SOLUTION) 

Waves in the Earth

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

A seismograph can be used to record 
the amplitude and wavelength of an 
earthquake.



MISSION LOG CONNECTS TO ADDITIONAL SCOPES IN SEGMENT 
Competition in Ecosystems, Organism Interactions in 
Ecosystems, Structure of Matter, Changes in Energy on the 
Molecular Level, Heat and Matter

7th grade segment 1 ORGANISMS & NONLIVING 
THINGS ARE MADE OF ATOMS
SCOPE: HUMAN DEPENDENCE ON NATURAL RESOURCES
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ANCHORING PHENOMENA EVENT

People running a marathon 
compete for natural 
resources.

STUDENT QUESTIONING

Teacher guides students 
through inquiry.

ANCHORING DRIVING QUESTION

Do soil samples taken from a 
newly discovered planet provide 
enough evidence of life and 
natural resources to support 
future explorations of this planet?

INVESTIGATIVE PHENOMENA 

Where are natural resources located on Earth? 

EXPLORE (ACTIVITY) It’s Not Renewable? 
So What?

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

Humans have an effect on the supply of 
nonrenewable resources available.

DCI COMPONENT IDEAS Humans depend on 
Earth’s natural renewable and nonrenewable 
resources. These resources are distributed 
unevenly around the planet as a result of 
past and current geologic processes.

APPLICATION Students simulate cause-and-
effect relationships and make predictions 
about human use of nonrenewable natural 
resources.

APPLICATION Students research nonrenewable 
natural resources and explain that the 
distribution of Earth’s resources is due to 
geologic events.

APPLICATION Students play a game using 
cause-and-effect relationships to predict the 
resource most vulnerable to a consequence, 
based on how the resource is used. 

APPLICATION Students create dot plots, line 
graphs, and bar charts to explore changes 
in world population, production of fossil 
fuels, and the consumption of fossil fuels.

CER During this scope, students explored the 
investigative phenomena, “Where are natural 
resources located on Earth?” Students will 
apply what they have learned and how their 
thinking has changed to construct a scientific 
explanation that explains why oil is found in 
the Middle East but not in Hawaii.

EXPLORE (RESEARCH)  How Was It Formed? 
Where Is It Located? How Do We Use It?

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

Geological events affect the distribution 
of natural resources.

MISSION ACTION PLAN

The student’s mission is to analyze soil samples from a newly discovered planet and determine the 
possibility of life and beneficial resources that justify future explorations. The student will present 
the findings to Congress and persuade legislators to continue funding missions to this planet.
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EXPLORE (ENGINEERING SOLUTION)

Use and Consequences Game

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

There are consequences of human 
behavior and use of natural resources.

EXPLORE (TUVA)  Earth’s Overdrawn Account

EVERYDAY PHENOMENA

The world’s population affects the 
production and consumption of fossil fuels.
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